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Opening Up YOUR Research… 
 
A Gordon Library presentation in celebration of Open Access Week 2014 
October 16, 2014 
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Open Access is… 
…a growing international movement that uses the 
Internet to throw open the locked doors that once hid 
knowledge [OA Week] 
 
…free, immediate, online availability of research 
articles, coupled with the rights to use these articles fully in 
the digital environment [SPARC] 
 
…compatible with copyright, peer review, revenue (even 
profit), print, preservation, prestige, quality, career-
advancement, indexing, and other features and supportive 
services associated with conventional scholarly literature 
[Stuber] 
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Why do 
librarians 
care about 
Open Access? 
Gordon Library, Worcester Polytechnic Institute 
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Why should   
YOU 
care about 
Open Access? 
Gordon Library, Worcester Polytechnic Institute 
 
Opening Up Gordon Library… 
There are 37,455 open access titles available, including 
1000s of e-books and journals. 
• Everything is discoverable through Summon, including 
 Directory of Open Access Journals 
 Directory of Open Access Books 
 BioOne 
 PLoS 
 Open Access Publishing in European Networks, and much 
more! 
• Access is also available to OA titles from 
 Nature 
 Elsevier 
 Wiley-Blackwell, and others 
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Knowledge Unlatched 
Meme Competition  
Knowledge Unlatched 
celebrates OA Week 
with a meme contest! 
 
Enter now at  
knowledgeunlatched.org 
 
Contest runs until 
October 26, 2014! 
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Opening up Scholarship and Data 
• Open Access journal 
publishing models 
 
• Authors’ rights 
addendums to 
publishing 
agreements 
 
• Open Data 
publishing 
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Opening Up YOUR Work… 
You can join the Open Access movement by 
 
1. Being aware  of - and sharing!- the benefits 
of Open Access 
2. Use Open Access resources in your research 
3. Advocate for YOUR rights as an author to 
deposit in OA repositories 
4. Make YOUR work available openly, using 
WPI’s SelectedWorks platform: works.wpi.edu 
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Thank you! 
 
Questions?  
library@wpi.edu 
wpi.edu/+library 
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Hohenstein 
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